Abstract. Suppose F is a perfect field of char F = p = 0 and G is an arbitrary abelian multiplicative group with a p-basic subgroup B and p-component Gp.
Introduction
As usual, everywhere in the text F G will designate the group algebra of an abelian group G over a field F with characteristic p > 0. For G such a group, B denotes its fixed p-basic subgroup, and G t denotes its maximal torsion subgroup with p-
All other notations and terminology from the abelian group theory not explicitly defined herein are as in [9] . For F G such an F -algebra, V (F G) will denote the group of all normalized invertible elements in F G with Sylow p-subgroup S(F G). For H a subgroup of G, we define I(F G; H) as the relative augmentation ideal of F G with respect to H with nil-radical I p (F G; H). The notation and terminology from the group rings theory which are not given here will follow essentially [11] . In 1996, Nachev established in [15] an explicit form of a basic subgroup of V (RG), namely 1 + I(RG; B), when R is an abelian, unitary, perfect ring of prime char R = p and G is an abelian p-group. Nevertheless, we have obtained in [2] a basic subgroup of S(RG), namely 1 + I (RG; B p ) , when G/G p is p-divisible and R is as above, thus generalizing the mentioned Nachev's claim. Further developments in this theme we have realized in [4]- [8] .
In the present paper and more specifically in the next paragraph, we shall give in an explicit form a basic subgroup of S(F G) and a p-basic subgroup of V (F G) under some minimal restrictions on F and G, namely that F is perfect plus G t = G p for the mixed case. Thus, as a culmination of a series of explorations, the question of finding a (p-)basic subgroup in a modular group ring is settled in the case of a perfect coefficient field. The general situation when F is not perfect is also discussed in the epilogue. And so, we begin with
Main results
We start here with a technical claim that gives a satisfactory estimate for the value of heights in group rings.
Lemma (Heights). For perfect F and any
±εs js )} where (j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j s ) is an arbitrary permutation of the indices j, and ε 1 , . . . , ε s ∈ . In particular, as a corollary, there exists 1 = c ∈ H so that p-height(1 + i,j r i,j g i,j (1 − c j )) p-height(c).
